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Academic Curriculum Vitae  

 

Personal Information:  

Full Name: wria rostam muhamad 

Academic Title: Assistant professor 

Email: wria.muhamad@su.edu.krd 

Mobile:07504554879 

Education: 

-  PhD degree in media TV (Salahaddin University-Erbil 2022). 

- Master's degree in Media TV (Cairo University - Cairo 2015). 

-  Bachelor of media (Salahaddin University-Erbil 2010)  

Employment: 

-  Assistant Lecturer, (College of Arts, Salahaddin University-Erbil sep 2015) 

-  Lecturer, (College of Arts, Salahaddin University-Erbil may  2018) 

- Assistant professor, (College of Arts, Salahaddin University-Erbil june 2022) 

Qualifications: 

- Theoretical and practical teaching in the fields of tv media. 

-  The skill of using various computer programs, the use of e-learning programs, and 

the ability to deal with social 

- media platforms. 

-  Certificate in English language, training Course, Listening, speaking, reading, 

Comprehenision, Vocabulary. 

- Grammar and Essay writing. 

-  Work in the field of civil society and non-governmental organizations.  

Teaching experience: 

- Teaching the subject of Research Methodology 2016 until now. 

- Teaching the subject of Genre Of  Journalism TV 2022 . 
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- Teaching the subject of Press Production  2023 . 

- Teaching the subject of TV Production 2023. 

Research and publications 

- The dependent of the Kurdish satellite channels to the social networks for 

produce the television programs – the analysis research - for the (Kurdsat Times) 

program. 

- Attitudes of students of the Department of media at the  towards Religious 

programs in kurdish satellite channels. 

- Employing Kurdish satellite channels for social marketing campaigns- From the 

point of view of students of Salahaddin University. 

- The Facebook effect on the academic performance of the student university in 

Kurdistan- A field study on a sample from the University of Salahaddin students 

and French Lebanese / Erbil 

- Kurdish satellite television role in shaping public attitudes towards the 

performance of the Kurdish political parties in a crisis Presidency of the 

Kurdistan Region of Iraq- 

A field study on a sample of students of the Faculty of Arts at the University of 

Salah al-Din / Erbil. 

- Reflection of Kurdish Leaders' images within the Kurdish News A comparative 

study between (NRT and RUDAW) News channel. 

- Employing of the television the technologies in production the news Bulletins. 

- The reflection of television techniques in news programs of journalist 

performance. 

Conferences and courses attended 

-The 1st International Conference for Administration and Economics Sciences 

- The Second International Conference of Cihan University-Erbil. 

- the Second International Conference on Social Media and Its Cultural Use. 

Funding and academic awards  

- Several testimonies by university presidents as a model professor in the teaching 

process. And as a participant in scientific and local conferences 

Professional memberships  

         - member in IFJ (International Federation of Journalisim). 

        -kurdistan journalist syndicate. 
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         - Member of Quality Assurance at college arts -Salahaddin University-Erbil 2017 

       - Member of Examination committee at college of arts 2016until now 

Professional Social Network Accounts: 

- https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Wria-Muhamad 

- https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=sxfUztAAAAAJ 

- https://www.linkedin.com/in/%D9%88%D8%B1%D9%8A%D8%A7-

%D9%85%D8%AD%D9%85%D8%AF-84696b122/ 

-  
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